
Date in Foster Home

11/01/2021

Hound Information

Registered Name

Lushen

Call Name

LuShen

Date of Birth

09/01/2018

Gender

Female

Color

Fawn

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

Interceptor @ the 1st of the month



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Loud voice NO. Pull on collar and remove from area.

Small Dog Safe

Not Sure

Cat Safe

Correctable

Comments (Cat Safe)

She gets over excited about cats, whinnies, barks ,wants to chase. Working on getting her to

ignore them. She has not gone after them but keep muzzle on her and cats have a safe area.



Good With Young Children

Not Sure

Turn Out Routine

She goes outside fine no matter the weather. She loves walking around the yard. Pees right away

have to remind to go poop. She loves to smell and explore the yard and watch the birds.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

Would grab if allowed.

Stairs

Loves to go up and down

Floors

Not phased by any floor, wood, carpet etc

Counters

Will try and counter surf it you are standing there but a firm no and she is down.

When is the hound crated?

8 hour day



How does the hound handle being crated?

She goes in fine but does whine for few minutes.  She is crated when we leave the house. So a

few hours at a time.

What does the hound enjoy?

She is a huge cuddle bug. Loves extra pets vs for treats as reward.  She loves to chew on bones

and learning about squeak toys.

Does the hound have any fears?

Have not found any yet. She is not phased by the vacuum, rain, loud noise.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

She is outgoing and confident.  But we do need to watch doors because she will bolt out the door.

How does the hound handle new situations?

She seems not phased by new things.

What type of food are you currently using?

Kirkland chicken

Amount of AM feeding

2

Amount of PM feeding

2


